
20  A kind of music 
 

Resonance, Entrainment and 
Morphic fields are ways to describe 
the  magnetic attraction between 
vibrations which form subtle 
energy fields.  
 The shape and content of the 
Universe is determined by vibrating 
frequencies in the heart of every 
single atom, every single particle. 
All is a kind of music which can 
exist from seven to eleven different 
dimensions simultaneously. Some 
particles may enable us to evolve 
above and independent of visible, 
material experience. 

 Resonance is an exchange of energy between two or more systems of energy. 
The exchange is two way. This allows each system to become a point of reference for 
the other. A common example of resonance occurs when two stringed instruments are 
placed on opposite sides of the room. When the lowest string of one instrument is 
plucked, the same string on the second instrument will vibrate. No one touched the 
string; it is responding to the waves of energy that traveled across the room and found 
resonance with the second string. 
 Entrainment is an alignment of forces, or fields of energy, to allow maximum 
transfer of information or communication. For example, consider two elements 
adjacent to one another and each is vibrating. One is vibrating at a faster rate, while 
the other is vibrating at a slower rate. The tendency is for the element of slower 
vibration to synchronize and match the element of faster vibration. To the degree that 
the match is accomplished, we say that entrainment occurred. The faster vibration 
entrained the slower one, i.e. ...came into harmony with a higher frequency. 



 The shift is happening in earth’s evolution as well as in human consciousness.  
This is a rare opportunity to collectively transform the identity and expression of 
being human.  Earth is accelerating through a course of evolutionary change. 
Humankind, linked to the electromagnetic fields of earth, is following suit through a 
process of cellular change. ( Like the caterpillar in the cocoon.)  The new vibration 
attracts us to connect, bond, weave, be at one with those we love and who love us. It 
is the foundation of God’s table, of saving the world.  Our spirits are rising and 
binding together in a shared and unifying way. 

       Hanae’s Harvest 
Today 

 Pigeons, swoop, circle overhead. A baby bird lies dead, unfed. Finn tootles his 
flute. Wind and sun blow yesterday through.    Oh! ... the pink tulip erect and open. 

Fresh, pure air breathes me. New green, things unseen.  
Small voices of God wriggle, unfurl, deep and high, well-rooted, spear leaves to sky. 

Life in right timing bursts through earth, awake.  
Inana Star flowers. Field/fallow, water/wait, swift/slow; adazzle/dim;  

Rise and fall, open and close, flow and forage, compress and expand, silently shout. 
Life sings. Listen.  

Fragile ecology of heart and mind.  
Vulnerable JOY. 


